Software testing is an important task in software development activities, and it requires most of the resources, namely, time, cost and effort. To minimize this fatigue, software bug prediction (SBP) models are applied to improve the software quality assurance (SQA) processes by predicting buggy components. The bug prediction models use machine learning classifiers so that bugs can be predicted in software components in some software metrics. These classifiers are characterized by some configurable parameters, called hyperparameters that need to be optimized to ensure better performance. Many methods have been proposed by researchers to predict the defective components but these classifiers sometimes not perform well when default settings are used for machine learning classifiers. In this paper, software bug prediction model is proposed which uses machine learning classifiers in conjunction with the Artificial Immune Network (AIN) to improve bug prediction accuracy through its hyper-parameter optimization. For this purpose, seven machine learning classifiers, such as support vector machine Radial base function (SVM-RBF), K-nearest neighbor (KNN) (Minkowski metric), KNN (Euclidean metric), Naive Bayes (NB), Decision Tree (DT), Linear discriminate analysis (LDA), Random forest (RF) and adaptive boosting (AdaBoost), were used. The experiment was carried out on bug prediction dataset. The results showed that hyper-parameter optimization of machine learning classifiers, using AIN and its applications for software bug prediction, performed better than when classifiers with their default hyper-parameters were used.
I. INTRODUCTION
A software bug is a defect, an error or fault due to which incorrect or unpredictable results are produced. The presence of these software bugs directly affects the quality and maintenance cost of software systems. Due to limited resources, software modules that contain bugs must be focused on. To overcome resource allocation problems SBP models have been designed to identify bug-prone software modules using machine learning classification techniques. SBP is an important area in software development activities because predicting bugs in software systems improve their quality and thus decreases maintenance costs and the efforts required. SBP makes it possible for SQA teams to detect the bugs in a buggy code during the software development process in The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was An-An Liu . order to prevent it from causing more bugs in other parts of the software modules or components. Moreover, it also helps in optimizing testing by focusing on the components that are directly affected by bugs and thereby improving the overall quality of the software systems. Hyper-parameters are parameters that are tuned for machine learning classifiers so to improve their performance or prediction accuracy. Hyperparameter optimization is basically the process of tuning the hyper-parameters of machine learning models or the process of finding the best hyper-parameters value; it is also known as model-selection or hyper-parameter tuning. Different classifiers have different features according to which the hyperparameters need to be optimized [2] , [3] . Over the past years, various techniques have been proposed by researchers to examine the performance of machine learning classifiers in software bug prediction [2] , [12] . It has been evaluated by Fu et al. [31] that 80% of the most cited software bug TABLE 1. Bug prediction dataset by D 'Ambros et al. [29] .
prediction studies rely on the default setting. The default parameter settings impact the performance of defect prediction models, and as a result, they under-perform.
The prime motivation behind our proposed algorithm for optimization is from Aydin et al. [13] , Tantithamthavorn et al. [2] , [12] and Osman et al. [3] . Aydin et al. [13] applied clonal selection (AIS based technique) to optimize SVM hyper-parameters and reported improvement in the accuracy. Tantithamthavorn et al. [2] , [12] investigated automated parameter optimization on 20 classification algorithms using grid search, random search, GA, and DE and Caret automated parameter optimization technique for defect prediction models on 18 datasets and reported improved results. Osman et al. [3] use hyper-parameter optimization on KNN and SVM and achieved an increase in Accuracy. Moreover, it is also stated that when a Genetic algorithm (GA), Random search (RS), Grid search (GS) and Differential Evolution (DE) are used for hyper-parameter optimization problems it increases computational costs and caused over-fitting. Since GA are non-deterministic methods, the results may differ every-time you run the algorithm on the same sample set. We aimed to overcome these problems by experimenting with Opt-aiNet and for this we have used the bug prediction dataset, shown in Table 1 below.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 provides related work, section 3 provides the background information about the techniques used in this paper. The proposed method is presented in Section 4. The experimental setup in section 5 and the results of our experimental study in Section 6 is described. The comparison with previous techniques is described in section 7. Conclusion and suggestions for future work are given in Section 8.
The contributions made in this paper is to investigate the impact of hyper-parameter optimization of machine learning classifiers using opt-aiNet on the performance of SBP on 2 performance measures. And comparison with other techniques used by previous researchers for hyper-parameter optimization in SBP.
II. RELATED WORK
Many studies have proposed using machine learning techniques for SBP. In most studies, the hyper-parameters of these machine learning classifiers are left to their default values. But in very few studies the effect of hyper-parameter optimization on bug prediction accuracy and AUC has been examined. Tantithamthavorn et al. [2] investigated automated parameter optimization on 26 classification techniques using a grid search, a random search, a genetic algorithm, and a differential evolution for defect prediction models on 18 datasets from National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Proprietary, Apache and Eclipse. Their results showed that automated parameter optimization increases the accuracy by up to 40 percentage points. Osman et al. [3] investigated the optimization of KNN and SVM using a grid search. The results showed that prediction accuracy was improved by up to 20% in KNN and by up to 10% in SVM. Tantithamthavorn et al. [12] explored the hyperparameter optimization technique, Caret (an automated parameter optimization technique), on 26 classification techniques as well as using the out-of-sample bootstrap validation technique on 18 datasets from NASA, Proprietary, Apache and Eclipse. The results showed that Caret increases the accuracy of defect prediction models by up to 40 percentage points and with that Caret-optimized classifiers 9 out of 26 classification techniques (35%) are more stable. Aydin et al. [13] used a multi-objective artificial immune algorithm to optimize the SVM-RBF kernel for fault diagnosis of induction motors and anomaly detection problems to adjust the parameters of SVM. They reported an increase in performance accuracy by up to 97%. Sarro et al. [14] applied the GA to search for suitable settings of SVM parameters to be used for inter-release fault prediction. For this SVM was used with RS and GS configuration strategies. They further compared their proposed algorithm with other machine learning techniques such as Logistic Regression (LR), DT (C4.5), NB, Multi-Layer Perceptron's (MLP), KNN, and RF. They reported that a genetic algorithm with SVM is effective for interrelease fault prediction and the accuracy of SVM with an RS has improved by up to 35%, with Recall up to 80%, with F-measure up to 48% and with Precision up to 4%. The accuracy of SVM with a GS also improved by up to 13%, with Recall up to 19%, with F-measure up to 14% and with Precision up to 4%. Fazel [16] used a GA in conjunction with KNN for software fault prediction on 13 datasets from NASA MDP. To get better performance, the following parameters were changed: the dataset, the number of GA generations, the population and changes in the configuration operator; KNN was also used for calculating the value of indices. The results showed that the proposed method has more than a 95% higher detection rate. Pushpavathi et al. [17] using the integrated approach of a GA based on fuzzy C-means clustering and RF classifiers for software defect prediction on 5 NASA defect datasets. The results showed that a fuzzy-c-means-clusteringbased approach provided a better result with more than 90% accuracy. Ibrahim et al. [19] proposed a bat-search algorithm (BA) for feature selection (FS) and an RF algorithm for software defect prediction on a dataset from a promise repository. The proposed approach was compared with a GA and an Ant search algorithm, such as FS, and Fuzzy Unordered Rule Induction Algorithm (FURIA), Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP), NB, or KStar for prediction. They reported that the RF algorithm and Bat Search Algorithm have higher accuracy than other algorithms. Fu and Menzies [26] used differential Evolution (DE) to tune SVM-RBF on the dataset of data outcomes. The proposed approach was also compared with a convolutional neural network (CNN). It indicated that tuning SVM improved the performance of the method and the method also ran much faster than it did with CNN. Rathore and Kumar [27] used genetic programming (GP) for predicting the number of faults in a software system on 10 software projects from a promise data repository. They reported that GP was able to predict most of the faults in the software system and the average recall value was 35%. D'Ambros et al. [29] used bug prediction approaches such as Change metrics, previous defects, Source code metrics, Entropy of changes, Churn, and Entropy, on bug prediction datasets and also compared bug prediction approaches. They performed class level bug prediction and for FS use principal component analysis; a regression model was also built. They reported that the approach based on churn and entropy had better predictive and explanative power than the other approaches applied. Chakraborty et al. [33] used hyperparameter optimization to make a model a fair without losing its predictive power. For hyper-parameter optimization, a Fast Sequential Model-Based Method (FLASH) is used as an optimization technique and the parameters of LR and CART are optimized using 3 datasets Adult Census Income, Compas and German Credit Data. They reported that for the German dataset the three objectives were improved and indicating that if fairness and performance of multi-objective optimization are understood, then it is possible to achieve one without affecting the other one. öztürk et al. [34] investigated the effect of hyperparameter optimization in cross-project defect prediction (CPDP) and within-project defect prediction (WPDP). For this they have used RF and SVM using a grid search for searching and Gradient Boosting machine for Boosting and 20 datasets from Softlab, NASA MDP, and open-source are used. They reported that CPDP achieved more successful results than WPDP and in WPDP polynomial kernel of SVM got better results while in CPDP linear kernel have achieved higher AUC.The AUC values were increased in all SVM functions when hyper-parameter optimization was applied. Son et al. [35] conducted a systematic mapping in which he selected 98 studies out of 156 regarding defect prediction. They have reported that the most studied searchbased techniques used in defect prediction are the Artificial Immune Recognition System (AIRS), Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), Genetic Programming (GP), Evolutionary Programming (EP), Evolutionary Subgroup Discovery (ESD), GA, and Gene Expression Programming (GeP) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). Pandey et al. [36] investigated the effect of some Bayesian network (BN) and classifier for bug prediction on NASA and Eclipse datasets. Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) and AUC performance measures are used to measure various parameters performance of the classifiers. They have reported that BN out-performed. Hammouri et al. [37] used NB, DT and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) for SBP on 3 datasets namely DS1, DS2 and DS3. They have reported that DT has out-perform and had better results than NB and ANN. Jayanthi and Florence [38] used an integrated approach of principal component analysis (PCA) and neural networks (NN) for SBP on NASA datasets. In this PCA is used for feature reduction and NN as a classification technique.The proposed method is compared with k-NN, SVM, NB and LDA. They have reported that the proposed method obtains 97.20% AUC and provides better improvement than other methods. Manjula and Florence [39] used an integrated approach for SBP as GA for feature selection and deep neural network (DNN) for classification on a dataset from Promise repository.The proposed method is compared with k-NN, SVM and DT. They have reported that the proposed method performs better than the other techniques and has obtained more than 97% accuracy. Immaculate et al. [40] used supervised machine learning algorithms such as LR, NB, DT and RF for SBP on data set made of fifteen Java and Python projects. They have reported that 97% accuracy is achieved in RF and RF out-performed than other machine learning algorithms. Pandey et al. [41] used a combined approach of ensemble learning (EL) and deep representation (DR) namely bug prediction using deep representation and ensemble learning technique (BPDET) for SBP on 12 NASA datasets. The class imbalance issue in the dataset is addressed by the SMOTE sampling technique. Staked denoising auto-encoder (SDA) is a method of feature learning that is used for DR.They have reported that BPDET has out-performed on most of the datasets and BPDET is tested using Wilcoxon rank-sum test and as a result, null hypothesis is rejected at α = 0.025. Gomes et al. [43] performed a comprehensive mapping study in which he had reviewed recent research efforts on automatically bug report severity prediction and for this he had selected 54 papers. They reported that 27 studies are addressing bug report severity prediction on Free or Libre Open Source Software.
Based on the findings from various literature reviews of SBP problem's it can be stated that in most of the bug prediction studies default hyper-parameter values are used in classifiers as a result of which these classifiers did not perform well as they had been expected to do. It was also discovered that 80% of the defect prediction studies rely on default hyperparameter values. In contrast, our study aims to introduce a model for software bug prediction using the AIN and machine learning classifiers. The machine learning classifiers are used in conjunction with the AIN to improve prediction accuracy and AUC through hyper-parameter optimization. We also investigated the effect of hyperparameter optimization on classifiers by comparing the prediction accuracy and AUC of these classifiers before and after hyperparameter optimization.
III. BACKGROUND
Here we have discussed the techniques, machine learning classifiers, and hyper-parameters in detail which are used in this paper.
A. MACHINE LEARNING CLASSIFIERS
For this study, we have used seven classifiers such as KNN, SVM, NB, DT, LDA, RF and AdaBoost.
KNN is the nearest neighbor classifier which is classified as being an object to the nearest class based on its majority votes to its neighbors or because it stores all available observations and classifies each observation based on its similarity. In this, we have used KNN with two distance metrics namely Euclidean and Minkowski metric. A distance metric or function provides the distance between two elements of a class. And the distance function varies from different distance metrics. In the Euclidean metric, the distance between two data points is calculated in a plane. The function used for the Euclidean metric is:
where d is the distance function, n is the number of variables, x i and x i are the variables of vectors x and x' respectively, in the two-dimensional vector space. i.e. x = (x1,x2,x3,. . . ) and x' = (x'1,x'2,x'3,. . . ).
The Minkowski distance is a norm vector space and is a generalized form of both Euclidean and Manhattan distance which means that the function given below for Minkowski metric to calculated the distance between two points can be manipulated.
In the above function, the value of e can be manipulated and x i and x i are the variables of vectors x and x' respectively, in the two-dimensional vector space.
SVM is a geometrically-inspired classifier that uses a hyper-plane to separate two classes by choosing the best separating hyper-plane to classify data linearly. For this the hyperplane is:
where w is a 2-d vector to the hyper-plane. SVM is trained to generate a model and then testing is assessed. If the sample data is not divided linearly then nearly other methods are used. SVM-RBF is a popular Kernel method used in SVM. SVM-RBF Kernel is a function whose value is dependent on the distance from its original point to some other point and the function for SVM-RBF is given below:
In this γ is kernel parameters for each kernel function and these parameters affect the performance of SVM and distance used in the original space is calculated by the similarity of x and x'.
NB is based on the Bayesian theorem and on the fact that it is a probabilistic model that assumes that predictors are independent of each other and that is also used for classification tasks. The function used for NB is:
The parameters α x and µ x are used to estimate the like-hood and x is class variable, x i are the dependent features. DT is a classifier that repetitively divides the plot into sub-parts by identifying lines and it uses feature values to classify objects. In DT we have used classification and regression tree (CART). CART is used for both classification and regression decision trees. The decision tree built by using the CART algorithm is a binary tree where each node will have only two child nodes. The function of CART is as follows:
where P is the proportion of observations, y is the target variable and for binary y takes only 0 and 1 value. LDA is a dimensionality reduction technique that is used as a processing step in machine learning applications. This dimensionality reduction determines to reduce the dimensions by removing unnecessary features by changing the features from higher dimension space to lower dimension and in doing so it takes labels into considerations. In LDA prediction is made by estimating the probability that a new set of inputs belongs to the class. The class which gets the highest probability is the output class and predictions are made. The discriminate function is given below:
DA(i) is the discriminate function for class A given input i, the muA, sigma 2 , and PIA. Where PIA is referred to as the base probability of each class (A) observed in training data, muA is the mean value of each input (i) for each class (A) and sigma 2 is the variance across all inputs (i). RF generates a forest with several trees: the more the number of trees in the forest, the greater the accuracy of the results will be. RF uses bagging and features randomness when it is building each tree while creating a forest of trees. classification, RF will use the Gini index or the formula given below will decide how the nodes on DT will branch.
where p i represents the relative frequency of the class observed in the dataset and c is the number of classes. The formula is using the class and probability so as to determine which DT branches will occur.
Adaboost tries to generate a robust classifier from several frail classifiers. It is mainly castoff to increase the performance of decision trees on dual classification problems. It is usually referred to as AdaBoost M1. In AdaBoostM1 training VOLUME 8, 2020 is viewed as stage-wise minimization of the exponential loss. The function of AdaBoostM1 is given below: N n=1 w n exp(−r n f (y n )) where r n is the rule class labels which are equal to -1,+1, w n are the original observation weights passed to Adaboost which are normalized to add up to 1 and f (y n ) is predicted classification score.
We have chosen these classifiers for software bug prediction because they operate differently and have many hyperparameters. While SVM and KNN have been widely used in the literature, NB, DT(CART), LDA, RF, and AdaBoost have not been widely used in the software bug prediction literature.
B. ARTIFICIAL IMMUNE NETWORK (AIN)
AIS is a sub-field of computational intelligence and it is inspired by the biological immune system. The task of the natural immune system is to detect or recognize and then destroy the antigens. The immune system can stop pathogens and antigens. Pathogens are disease-causing agents such as bacteria, viruses, parasites, and pollen while antigens are toxic substances. Artificial Immune systems have three subfields: clonal selection, negative selection, and the immune network.
The artificial immune network algorithm (aiNet) is an immune network algorithm first proposed by de Castro and Timmis [9] , [10] , [32] from the area of AIS and is inspired by the immune network theory of immune systems. Immune networks are also known as idiotypic networks and are also defined as complex networks of paratopes that identify antigens (Ag). In effect whenever the body is attacked by invaders (pathogens), it responds to antibodies (Ab) which helps them in identifying antigens. The interaction between Ab and Ag is measured by the affinity. This means that the Ab which is more easily recognized by Ag have a higher Ag affinity [8] . The aiNet contains an optimization version for optimization problems called the optimization of the artificial immune network (opt-aiNet) which is a discrete immune network algorithm [8] . Opt-aiNet can perform as a uni-modal or as a multi-modal optimization and has its stopping criteria defined. Opt-aiNet grows a population that consists of a network of antibodies and the size of the population is dynamically adjustable. Opt-aiNet creates a memory for a set of Ab, which represents the best solution for the objective function. Opt-aiNet has to select all cells for the cloning process and for each iteration it gives all the cells the same number of clones [9] , [10] . We have tried to use opt-aiNet used by the Brownlee [8] for cost function minimization. The flow chart of opt-aiNet is shown in Fig. 1 .
A summary of opt-aiNet is given below [4]: 1) Initialization: Generates a set of N (populations).
2) Antigen representation: While the stopping criterion is not met do Hyper-parameters are parameters that have tuned for machine learning classifiers to boost their performance or accuracy. These parameters usually affect the learning, construction, and evaluation of machine learning classifiers. Hyperparameter optimization is the process of finding the best hyper-parameters of machine learning classifiers and is also known as model selection and hyperparameter tuning. The hyper-parameters of the studied classification techniques which are tuned and the parameters of opt-aiNet are given in table 2 and 3 below. To optimize the hyper-parameters of these classifiers, opt-aiNet was used. Details of the parameters tuned for these classifiers using opt-aiNet are shown in Table 2 and those of the parameters tuned for opt-aiNet are given in Table 3 .
We have chosen hyper-parameters for seven machine learning classifiers mentioned above in section 3(a). The hyper-parameters for SVM are (σ ) and C. The parameter C is the cost of misclassification on training data and it controls the distance between the errors and margin. The parameter σ is to handle non-linear classification. As the value of C and σ increases the model gets over-fitted and high value for C gives poor accuracy and high value for σ gives more accuracy. The hyper-parameters for KNN are K and E. K is the number of nearest neighbors and on the basis of K, it is decided that how many nearest neighbors will be there of that particular class should be included in that class and E is Minkowski distance exponent is a comma-separated pair and it should be positive scalar value. The hyper-parameter for NB is distribution type or name which is how data should be distributed normal or kernel density estimation. The hyper-parameter for DT (CART) is the maximum number of decision splits (MaxNumSplits) which is basically the branch nodes in which the tree should be split and the minimum number of leaf node observations (MinLeafSize) which are that how much nodes a leaf have the minimum. The hyper-parameter for LDA is Delta (D) which is a linear coefficient threshold and setting a higher value for delta so that more predictors are eliminated. The hyper-parameter for RF is the number of the ensemble learning cycle (NumLearningCycles) is all predictors combination. If a positive integer is specified then at every cycle the software trains one weak learner for every tree in RF. The hyper-parameter for AdaBoost is the number of the ensemble learning cycle (NumLearningCycles) and if a positive integer is specified then at every cycle the software trains one weak learner for every learner. The software in RF and AdaBoost means all trained learners.
IV. PROPOSED OPT-AINET FOR PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION OF CLASSIFIERS
We have proposed an opt-aiNet algorithm to optimize the parameters of classifiers, such as SVM, KNN, NB, DT, LDA, RF, and AdaBoost. This optimization aims to improve the performance and prediction accuracy of these classifiers. This method takes the accuracy and AUC of the classifiers as the fitness values for optimization. The process of opt-aiNet for parameter optimization of classifiers is shown in Figure 2 .
Our proposed approach explains that the data preprocessing was first carried out utilizing which the data was normalized in the form of 0 and 1 because it would also help to increase the classifier accuracy. The formula for data preprocessing normalization is shown as below:
where x is normalized value for variable x, x is current value for variable x, xmin is a minimum data point in the dataset and xmax is a maximum data point in the dataset. After normalization, training data was used, to train the classifier and testing data was used to calculate the classification accuracy. Once the classifier was trained with training data using 10-fold cross-validation, testing was carried out on the testing data and the results were evaluated using classification accuracy and AUC. When the classification accuracy and the AUC were obtained, then the fitness function was evaluated by the classifier's classification accuracy, namely, AUC and hyper-parameters. The function for evaluating the fitness is given below:
where access(D i ) = 1 classifiedL(D i ) then correct classified & access(D i ) = 0 classifiedL(D i ) then incorrect classified, f is the fitness function to be evaluated, a is classification accuracy, D (d 1 , d 2 , d 3 , . . . d n ) is dataset which consists of N features with class labels L and classified L(D i ) is correct if the instance is classified correctly like if labels from the dataset is same as the output. While evaluating this fitness function antibodies (Ab) that are between the range of hyper-parameters were produced. Each antibody consisted of accuracy, AUC and hyper-parameters. For each antibody, the initial population was generated randomly and the size of the population was 50 selected. After the initial population was created, the value of the antigen and the antibody was calculated and also the affinity between the antibody and the antigen (Ag) was noted. The function used for affinity and antigen calculation is given below:
where Affinity(Ab x , Ab y ) is the similarity between two antibodies and d is the Euclidean distance between two antibodies Ab x and Ab y and function for d is as follows:
The performance attained by the classifier was calculated for each one in the population and the algorithm was iterated until the given number of generations was satisfactory. After this cloning, selection, mutation, and crossover had been performed the system searched for one with a higher affinity or a better solution was searched by the system. The affinity mutation was performed according to the following function. where C' is a mutated cell, C is a cell, N(0,1) is a Gaussian random number of zero mean and standard deviation σ = 1, β is a control parameter which adjusts the mutation range and controls the decay of the inverse exponential function and value for β = 100 but it is also an user-specified value in the algorithm of opt-aiNet and α is the affinity proportional and f is the fitness of parent cell and f * is the fitness of an individual Ag or Ab in the population normalized in the interval [0,1]. A mutation is only accepted if the c' lies in the range of its domain. In the end, the new best antibodies that had been found were replaced with the old ones, which were then shown to be the worst [42] . When the stopping criteria had been satisfied the fitness function process was ended and the hyper-parameters were optimized and the average accuracy achieved was obtained.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experiment was conducted using the Matlab (R2018a) software tool on the Intel(R) Core (TM) processor with 8GB RAM installed on it.
A. BUG PREDICTION DATASET D'Ambros et al. [29] provided a bug prediction dataset for bug predictors to identify bugs. A bug prediction dataset is a collection of software system models, metrics and their histories. This dataset is widely used by many researchers in their bug/defect prediction studies and open source available for researchers to investigate more SBP models. This bug prediction dataset has both source code metrics, and change metrics. But we have used a single version approach and this approach does not need a history of the system but instead investigates its current state using a wide range of source code metrics, such as Chidamber and Kemerer (CK) and object-oriented (OO) metrics and line of code (LOC). The single version approach is selected because to investigate the current state of the system in details using a wide range of metrics. The bug prediction dataset has source code metrics, given in Table 4 for the classes in five open-source Java systems, given in Table 1 . The column namely ''#classes'' in Table 1 indicates the range of instances in the projects. The number of the instances ranges from 0 to 1900 and as hyperparameter optimization is a time-consuming tasks so that's why this dataset is taken. The reliability of the experimental results mainly depends on the size of the dataset. Thus, the data sets having large sizes may highly affect the accuracy of the optimization.
VI. RESULTS
This section provides the results of the hyper-parameter optimization of classifiers using opt-aiNet for software bug prediction to boost its prediction accuracy and AUC. VOLUME 8, 2020 We conducted our experiment with a software bug prediction dataset to classify the data as buggy or not-buggy. The result was evaluated using classification accuracy. Table 5 and Table 6 describe the accuracy while Table 7 and Table 8 describe the AUC performance of the software bug prediction, created using machine learning classifiers such as SVM-RBF, KNN (Minkowski metric), KNN (Euclidean metric), NB, DT (Cart), Discriminate Analysis (linear Discriminate analysis), Random forest (RF) and adaptive boosting (AdaBoost) in conjunction with the optimized Artificial Immune network (opt-aiNet). The methods continued to assess according to their relationship to accuracy. As anticipated, the approach proposed by us produced satisfactory results for all five datasets. The opt-aiNet converged at generation 50 according to the proposed stopping criteria.
In Tables 5 and 6 , it can be seen that for hyper-parameters the optimization prediction accuracy of machine learning classifiers is significantly improved for almost all the projects. To compute the difference in the accuracy of each classifier, we compared the accuracy of the classifier using default values for the hyper-parameters and optimized hyperparameters shown in Table 5 and Table 6 . From the results mentioned in this table it can be stated that in SVM-RBF and LDT the 4-6% accuracy is improved on the EclipseJDTCore dataset (SVM), the EclipsePDEUI (SVM), the Lucene (LDA) and the Mylyn (LDA) which had the highest achieved accuracy, while on the rest of the classifiers KNN (Minkowski metric), KNN (Euclidean metric), DT, NB, Random forest (RF) and adaptive boosting (AdaBoost) tuning the hyperparameters did not improve prediction accuracy so much but in fact only 0.34 -3% for all projects. In LDA the accuracy is consistent on the Equinox dataset.
From Tables 7 and 8 , it can be seen that for hyperparameters optimization of machine learning classifiers using opt-aiNet the AUC performance is significantly improved for all projects. To estimate the impact of each classifier hyperparameter, we compared the AUC performance of each classifier using default hyper-parameter values and the optimized hyper-parameter values given in Table 7 and Table 8 . From the results given in the above tables, it can be seen that with SVM-RBF the AUC performance is improved by up to 41% on EclipseJDTCore while in other classifiers the AUC performance is also improved from 1-31% but it remains less than 41%.
Overall, accuracy and AUC performance is improved by hyper-parameter optimization of machine learning classifiers using opt-aiNet rather than using default parameter values.
VII. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS TECHNIQUES
In this section, we compare our results with the previous studies according to the optimization methods, classifiers and hyper-parameters used for optimization and what the results were and are thus able to discover if our study is an improvement on the existing ones or not. As in papers [2] and [12] , the 30 classification algorithm parameters were tuned, in paper [3] and [34] only 2 classification algorithms parameters were tuned and in paper [13] SVM-RBF parameters were optimized using AIS (clonal selection) and so its results are also comparable with our results due to classifiers and optimization methods used. Hence the results gratifyingly showed that our technique was indeed an improvement on the existing ones. The parameters tuned in papers [2, 12] are a little bit similar to ours; otherwise, the majority of our hyper-parameters were different from those previously used. The details of the comparison are listed in Table 9 .
VIII. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE WORK
Machine learning classifiers that can identify buggy software modules in software Bug Prediction have configurable parameters that control their features but most of the time these classifiers sometimes not perform well when default settings are used. Very few researchers have studied the effect of hyper-parameter optimization on software bug prediction. The aim of this paper was therefore to examine the consequences of the hyper-parameter optimization of machine learning classifiers using opt-aiNet for software bug prediction to boost the prediction accuracy. The accuracy achieved by Machine learning classifiers will be compared before and after hyper-parameter optimization on five open-source datasets. For this purpose, some machine learning classifiers such as SVM-RBF, KNN (Minkowski metric), KNN (Euclidean metric), NB, DT (Cart), Discriminate Analysis (linear Discriminate analysis), Bagging (random forest) and adaptive boosting (AdaBoost) were used in conjunction with opt-aiNet. In this case, the results showed that for SVM-RBF and LDT optimizing the hyper-parameters increases the prediction accuracy by up to 5% for all projects. However, when KNN (Minkowski metric), KNN (Euclidean metric), DT, NB, Random forest (RF) and adaptive boosting (AdaBoost) were used, tuning hyper-parameters did not improve the prediction accuracy that much, in fact only 0.34 -3% for all projects. In LDA the accuracy is consistent on the Equinox dataset. It must also be mentioned that in SVM-RBF the AUC performance was improved by up to 41 percentage points on Eclipse JDT Core while with other classifiers the AUC performance was also improved from 1-31%. The comparison results show that the hyper-parameter optimization of machine learning classifiers using opt-aiNet for software bug prediction has improved not only software bug prediction accuracy but also AUC performance. From the results, it can be concluded that hyper-parameter optimization has dissimilar effects on other machine learning models having the same datasets and that hyper-parameter optimization should be conducted so that prediction accuracy can be improved.
In a forthcoming study, we plan to widen this study with further machine learning classifiers, such as partial least square, neural networks and the rule-based classifier and also with more hyper-parameter optimization techniques, such as genetic algorithm (GA), Grid search, Differential evolution (DE) and Evolution strategy so that we can then have an even clearer picture of how much machine learning classifiers are sensitive to hyper-parameter optimization in software bug prediction. Hyper-parameter optimization of machine learning classifiers for software bug prediction should be addressed through deep learning. Class imbalance is nowadays the most common classification problem in machine learning. It is important to solve or at-least adjust this class imbalance problem and in future resampling techniques will be used. 
